YOU LIGHT UP MY LIFE

Words and Music by
JOSEPH BROOKS

Moderately slow

\[ \text{Bb}_\text{m} \quad \text{So many nights I'd roll in' at sea.} \]

\[ \text{Ab} \quad \text{sit by my window} \]

\[ \text{Gm}_7 \quad \text{could it be finally I'm} \]

\[ \text{Fm} \quad \text{waiting for someone} \]

\[ \text{C7} \quad \text{drift on the waters.} \]
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Ab  Ab/G  Fm  G
kept deep inside me, alone in the dark, but now to

Bb7  Fm7  Bb7
you've come all alone. And you

Eb7
You give me

C7  Fm
hope to carry on. You
light up my days
and till my

nights with song.

nights with song.

'D.S. al Coda

'Cause

nights with

CODA

G
song.

It can't be wrong when

it feels so right, 'cause

you, you light up my life.